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The Communitarian Response to the Modern Welfare State

"Victim" status identifies
one as part of a social
collective

The claim to identity as
part of this social collective
constitutes a claim against
the impartiality principle
of the modern welfare
state

The proliferation of these
validity claims across the
society leads to an
overextension of the
welfare state and to the
"New Right" response

The collapse of the welfare
state and the rise of the
"New Right" political
response leads to the new
rhetoric of
"communitarianism"

Communitariasm reifies
the victim statuse that
provided the communal
definitions part of the
original critique

From Critique to Community

The community, defined by the "victim" status
become the platform for communitarian action and
resources

The "commodification" of victim status, now
constituted as a platform for the procurement of
resources leads to the proliferation of such statuses.

The proliferation of statuses leads to conflict over the
statuses and the "ideology of victimization" impedes
individual and collective processes of excellence.
The focus is on being equal in one's degree of
relative victimization as a group or an individual.
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